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A

ccess control mechanisms in software systems administer user privileges by granting users permission
to perform certain operations while denying unauthorized access to others. Such mechanisms are essential to
ensure that important business functions in an organization are conducted securely and smoothly. Currently, the
dominant access control approach in most major software systems is role-based access control. In this approach,
permissions are first assigned to roles, and users acquire permissions by becoming members of certain roles.
However, given the dynamic nature of organizations, a fixed set of roles usually cannot meet the demands that
users (existing or new) have to conduct business.
The typical response to this problem is to myopically create new roles to meet immediate demand that cannot
be satisfied by an existing set of roles. This ad hoc creation of roles invariably leads to a proliferation in the
number of roles with the accompanying administrative overhead. Based on discussions with practitioners, we
propose a role refinement scheme that reconstructs a system of roles to reduce the cost of role management.
We first show that the role-refinement problem is strongly NP-hard and then provide two polynomial-time
approximation algorithms (a greedy algorithm and a randomized rounding algorithm) and establish their
performance guarantees. Finally, numerical experiments—based on a real data set from a firm’s enterprise resource
planning system—are conducted to demonstrate the applicability and performance of our refinement scheme.
Keywords: software systems; role-based access control; role refinement; approximation algorithms
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1.

Introduction

The need for access control in software systems
is further emphasized through regulations enforced
by the government, such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
(SOX). SOX, a U.S. federal law enacted in 2002, arose in
response to major corporate and accounting scandals
at Enron, Tyco International, WorldCom, etc. This act
established enhanced standards for all U.S. public
company boards, management, and public accounting
firms. A cornerstone of SOX is separation of duties (SoD),
a principle that disseminates the tasks and associated
privileges of a specific business process among multiple
users to prevent fraud and errors (Botha and Eloff
2001). This principle, deemed to be the one of the most
fundamental principles of SOX (Coleman 2008), requires
that a company and its external auditor(s) report on
the adequacy of the company’s internal control over
financial reporting. In businesswide software systems
(including, but not necessarily limited to ERP systems),
the access control mechanism is mandated by SOX to
implement the SoD principle.
There are different approaches to access control,
including mandatory access control, discretionary
access control, and role-based access control (RBAC).

In most modern enterprises, business processes have
become deeply integrated into software systems (Bai
et al. 2011). Examples of such systems include enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems, which are information systems that integrate the various departments and
functions and support the internal business processes
of organizations. To accomplish business processes,
end users must possess certain specified privileges and
capabilities within software systems, corresponding
to their current identity in the organization. Thus,
access control is essential to ensure the security and
effective operation of a software system and the business processes it supports (Bai et al. 2012). Access
control mechanisms in software systems administer
the privileges of different users by granting them permissions to perform specific operations and denying
unauthorized access to others (Li and Wang 2008).
As business processes become increasingly integrated
and complex, a critical challenge for software systems
is to implement a properly designed access control
mechanism.
866
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The relatively new RBAC model, formalized by
Ferraiolo and Kuhn in 1992, is the most flexible and
powerful access control framework and can simulate
mandatory access control (Osborn et al. 2000) and
discretionary access control (Sandhu and Munawer
1998). In addition to its flexibility, another advantage
of RBAC is that it can efficiently implement the SoD
principle (Ferraiolo et al. 2001). As a result, RBAC has
become the dominant practice for advanced access
control and is implemented by most major software
vendors, including SAP, IBM, and Oracle (Colantonio
et al. 2011). This paper is based on the RBAC model
(implemented in SAP R/3), which we discuss next.
1.1. Role-Based Access Control
In the RBAC model, there are three basic entities:
permissions, role, and user. Permissions are assigned
to roles; i.e., each role is a collection of permissions;
each active user is assigned to certain roles and therefore acquires the union of permissions from these
roles. The permission-role assignment and the user-role
assignment are both many-to-many relations, granting
RBAC high flexibility. Advanced features such as role
hierarchy are made available in more sophisticated
implementations, but the basic model shown in Figure 1
suffices for our current discussion.
Roles are at the core of the RBAC model and work as
an intermediary between users and permissions. Roles
are a convenient way to implement data abstraction,
similar to the concept of an interface in object-oriented
systems (Sandhu et al. 1996, 2000). Data abstraction is
the principle of representing information in a manner
that hides unnecessary details (usually as it pertains
to implementation) yet provides enough information
for humans to understand its semantics. A particular
permission in an ERP system can be quite fine-grained,
involving technical and implementation details (e.g.,
the right to view or change a particular field in a
specific table of a database). To make matters worse,
it may be difficult for a user-manager (attempting
to assign permissions to end users) to anticipate the
combined security impact of a set of permissions.
Instead, it is much easier for administrators to think
and reason in terms of a collection of permissions
(or roles) rather than to make assignments at the level
of individual permissions. A role is a meaningful
collection of permissions that is required to perform
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a certain task. For instance, a role (such as “manage
inventory at a specific warehouse”) may represent a
collection of permissions required to check inventory
information and reorder (if necessary) certain products
in that warehouse. Simply put, roles are small but
meaningful chunks of permissions, where the term
“meaningful" refers to a cohesive function or activity.
The number of users and permissions in a large
enterprise are usually in the thousands (or even more),
but the number of roles is much smaller (Ferraiolo et al.
2007). If a user’s job responsibilities can be decomposed
into smaller functional units that correspond to existing
roles, then a system administrator can simply assign
these roles to the user instead of dealing with (possibly
hundreds of) specific permissions.
It is common for a role to possess more than one
permission and to have overlapping permissions with
other roles. Similarly, users often play more than one role
and a role can be performed by multiple users. Under
RBAC, the permission-role assignment (referred to as
the role system, consisting of a set of roles) is expected
to be relatively static, but the user-role assignment is
usually updated on demand by system administrators.
This approach is both efficient and secure. A National
Institute of Software Standards and Technology (NIST)
study indicates that it is desirable not to allow the userrole assignment administrators to modify permissionrole assignment (Ferraiolo et al. 1993).
An RBAC system must be able to exert specific constraints on both permission-role and user-role assignments to conform to an organization’s policies and
implement mandatory regulations (Basu and Kumar
2002). In addition, the RBAC system must be designed
to implement SoD mandates. To this end, the first
requirement is that any given role in the role definition
be SoD compliant. Thus, it should not be a violation
of SoD to allow any user to perform the permissions
associated with any single role. The SoD principle
would also need to constrain user-role assignments,
namely, prohibit a single user from being assigned a
pair of conflicting roles. Another, more general constraint, referred to collectively as statically mutually
exclusive roles, requires that no user be allowed to be
a member of more than a specified number of roles in
a given collection of roles (Li et al. 2007).
To illustrate how RBAC works, Figure 2 presents
screenshots taken from SAP’s Netweaver (Release 7).
The first screenshot shows a newly created authorization object that authorizes a user to carry out a
certain action. An authorization object is equivalent
to the concept of a permission in the RBAC model.
In the second screenshot, a new role is created by
assigning permissions (authorization objects) to the role.
The last screenshot shows how roles can be assigned
to users. The permissions a user holds are, of course,
easily determined given her membership in certain
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Role-Based Access Control in SAP Netweaver 2004s, Release 7

roles, and the permissions corresponding to these roles.
Any transaction in the system is associated with an
identification code (T -code) and the permissions it
requires. When a user tries to perform this transaction, an authorization check takes place by comparing
the permissions the user holds and the permissions
required by the transaction.
1.2. Role Refinement: Motivation and Objective
The user-role mapping in a RBAC system needs to be
dynamically updated to cater to the changing work
arrangements of the personnel in an organization. Consider a user who requires a certain set of permissions
to accomplish a new or modified business process.
These permissions must be exactly covered by a set of
roles such that, if the user is assigned these roles, the
necessary permissions—no more, no less—would be
obtained. Holding more permissions than necessary is
against the principle of least privilege and can lead to
a potential security concern (Saltzer 1974, Ferraiolo and
Kuhn 1992, Schneider 2000, Takabi et al. 2010). On the
other hand, insufficient permissions could obstruct
the execution of a business process. A question of
feasibility naturally arises: given the current role system

(i.e., the existing set of roles), does such a subset of
roles already exist? Unfortunately, the answer to this
question is often negative. Therefore, the role system
needs frequent updates to ensure feasibility. Because
it is not easy to anticipate future requirements when
adding new roles to meet current needs, this process is
myopic: when feasibility issues occur, new roles are
created to meet the need. As a result, the role system in
a RBAC implementation often grows rapidly over time
(O’Connor and Loomis 2010, Elliott and Knight 2010).
This situation motivates the problem in this study.
Although storage cost and the cost of associated computing resources constitute a relatively insignificant
component of the total cost incurred in managing
a role system, the dominant component is the cost
incurred in the effort required to manage roles. Role
managers need to simultaneously administer the roles
in a RBAC system and verify the requests of permissions by users. Note that managing the role model is
a more specialized and skilled task (and hence more
expensive) than the direct allocation of access privileges
to users. As the size of the role system grows, the cost
of the managerial effort can increase significantly. As
an unwelcome side effect, other business problems
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arise from role management staff that is overburdened
with role administration tasks. These problems include
(i) slow activation for new users, (ii) privilege accumulation as users move through an organization, and
(iii) slow and unreliable access termination. Hence,
a desirable objective is to minimize the number of
roles in the system (Phillips 2009, Frank et al. 2010).
Of course, such a measure of system cost implies that
each role incurs the same cost. A more sophisticated
measure of cost is to assign a specific cost to each role,
determined, for example, by the number of permissions
in the role. The total cost a role system incurs is then
the sum of the costs of all its roles.
Our communications with practitioners indicate that
system administrators need to periodically perform the
task of role refinement (Saviynt 2012). This task creates
a new role system that performs all the functions of
the existing one but does so at a lower cost. To better
understand this task, consider a simple instance of
a RBAC system with only five unique permissions
represented by the serial numbers 1–5. Assume that
the current role system has four roles—811 29, 831 49, 859,
and 811 21 41 59—and that there are five users whose
demands for permissions are 811 21 31 49, 811 21 31 41 59,
831 49, 811 21 41 59, and 831 41 59, respectively. Although
the demands of the users can be satisfied by the current
role definition, it is easy to see that a new role definition
with only three roles—811 29, 831 49, and 841 59—is also
feasible. This new role definition may be preferable
because of its smaller size.
The instance of the role refinement problem presented
above may seem trivial, but a real RBAC system (a real
data set is discussed in §4) may need to administer
tens of thousands of permissions with thousands of
roles and users. In addition, the number of permissions
needed for a user could range from one to more than
a thousand. Thus, in most practical cases, finding an
optimal role system is not easy. Spurred by this need,
and given the widespread use of RBAC in most modern
software systems, our goal in this study is to find a
practical solution to the role refinement problem. To the
best of our knowledge, this problem has lacked formal
examination and hence, motivates the current study.
1.3.

Summary of Results and Novelty of
Algorithmic Contribution
The role refinement problem (RRP), defined in §2, is
the task of selecting roles from all eligible candidates
to form a new role system that can meet the demand
for permissions of all users, at minimum cost. To this
end, each role in the existing role system must be
expressible as an exact union of a subset of roles in the
new role system. A theoretically equivalent variant of
RRP, which we refer to as RRPU , requires that only the
permissions of each user (and not necessarily each role
in the current role system) be expressible as an exact
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union of a subset of roles in the new role system. RRP
(equivalently, RRPU ) is shown to be a generalization of
the classical set-cover problem by allowing multiple
nondisjoint target sets (roles) that need to be exactly
covered. We show that both problems are strongly
NP-hard and are also hard to approximate efficiently.
In particular, unless P = NP, there does not exist a
polynomial-time approximation algorithm than can
achieve a guarantee better than O4ln M5, where M is the
sum of the cardinalities of all the roles in the existing
role system.
In §3, we design two O4ln M5-factor, polynomial-time
approximation algorithms to solve RRP and RRPU , as
follows.
1. Greedy: This algorithm iteratively puts a candidate role with the lowest cost per unit coverage into a
set of roles, until this set becomes a feasible solution.
The cost of this solution is shown to be O4ln M5 times
the cost of the optimal solution.
2. Randomized Rounding: This algorithm obtains
a solution by combining 2 ln M potential solutions
by randomly rounding the optimal solution of the
linear programming (LP) relaxation corresponding to a
specific integer programming (IP) formulation. We show
that this solution is feasible with high probability for
sufficiently large M and its expected cost is O4ln M5
times the cost of the optimal solution.
In §4 we report on our experience with these algorithms for both RRP and RRPU on a test bed that uses
real data from a firm’s existing RBAC system. Our
primary conclusion is that both algorithms provide
refined role systems with significantly lower costs
than the existing role system does and they do so in a
reasonable amount of computing time.
Novelty of Algorithmic Contribution: RRP is a proper
generalization of the classical set-cover problem. First,
there are multiple nondisjoint sets (usually in the
hundreds) to be covered simultaneously. Second, each
set should be covered exactly by some collection of
chosen subsets of the base set (i.e., each set should be
exactly the union of some collection of chosen subsets
of the base set). The former condition is nonexistent for
the set-cover problem. The latter condition is trivially
satisfied for the set-cover problem, since there is only
one set to be covered. Although the greedy algorithm
and the randomized algorithm are well known for the
set-cover problem, a surprising result of our analysis is
that, with some appropriate modifications, these two
algorithms work for problem RRP, which is significantly
more general than the set-cover problem.
1.4. Review of Relevant Literature
The first formal RBAC model and its technical specifications were introduced by Ferraiolo and Kuhn (1992)
at the NIST. The RBAC model was then expanded to
include features such as role hierarchies and constraints
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(e.g., cardinality constraints, mutually exclusive roles,
etc.) by Ferraiolo et al. (1995) and Sandhu et al. (1996),
who integrated their work and proposed a unified
NIST standard model for RBAC in 2000 and a revised
version in 2001. A formal American National Standard
for RBAC (ANSI/INCITS 359-2004) was approved in
2004.
From a technical perspective, there are several studies
that formally analyze RBAC to verify the consistency of
security policies that the model can implement (Shafiq
et al. 2005) and to generate constraints on mutuallyexclusive roles that enforce the principle of separation
of duty. A considerable body of literature exists on
designing new RBAC systems to reduce administrative
complexity and cost and to support security policies
and regulations (e.g., Ferraiolo et al. 1999, Botha and
Eloff 2001, O’Connor and Loomis 2010). The design of
a set of roles is a major step in the implementation of a
RBAC system and is commonly referred to as “role
engineering”; the objective of this is to ensure that the
user-permission assignment stays unchanged after the
organization switches to RBAC; see, e.g., Coyne (1995)
and O’Connor and Loomis (2010). The use of data
mining techniques for role engineering was proposed
by Kuhlmann et al. (2003). In subsequent studies, the
term “role mining” has been associated with automated
approaches to role engineering (Frank et al. 2010).
The role mining problem (RMP) and its variants and
extensions has been an active domain of research over
the past several years. A formal description of RMP
and several of its variants is provided by Vaidya et al.
(2010), where it is broadly defined as the problem of
“discovering an optimal set of roles from existing user
permissions” (p. 1). More formally, the inputs to the
RMP include the set of users, the set of permissions,
and the many-to-many mapping of user-permission
assignments (UPA). The output of RMP is a RBAC
configuration that consists of a set of roles (ROLES), the
many-to-many mapping of role-permission assignments
(PA), and the many-to-many mapping of user-role
assignments (UA).
The primary constraint of RMP is that PAs and
UAs should, together, grant the same user-permission
assignments as UPA, i.e., UA × PA = UPA, and the
objective is to minimize the total number of roles,
i.e., ROLES. Lu et al. (2008) and Ene et al. (2008)
extend this objective to include the number of userrole assignments (i.e., UA) and the number of rolepermission assignments (i.e., PA). Role hierarchy
(RH), as part of the RBAC configuration, has also been
investigated in the RMP literature. RH is a partial
order over the set of roles, where the senior role
inherits the permissions of its junior roles. Finding
a desirable RH that contains the minimal number
of such partial orders is deemed as (a part of) the
objective of RMP (Guo et al. 2008, Takabi and Joshi 2010,
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Colantonio et al. 2010). Molloy et al. (2008) propose a
“weighted structural complexity (WSC)” as a general
measure of goodness of the result of role mining.
WSC is the weighted sum of ROLES, UA, PA,
UPA, and RH. By adjusting the weights of these
different components, WSC can simulate a variety
of optimization objectives. Colantonio et al. (2008,
2009b) consider cost functions that simultaneously
measure the system administration effort as well as
the business meaning of the roles. Colantonio et al.
(2008) consider a cost function P
that is a weighted
sum of ROLES, UA, PA, and r∈ROLES g4r5, where
the function g2 ROLES →  captures the additional
cost from business information that is different from
ROLES, UA, and PA (e.g., separation of duties rules,
incompatible combinations of permissions, whether a
role is used exclusively in one organizational unit or
across multiple organizational units). Colantonio et al.
(2009b) define two metrics to evaluate the business
meaning of roles: activity spread and organization unit
spread. The first metric is based on the idea that the
business meaning of a role increases if its activities are
tightly related to each other, and the second captures
the idea that the business meaning of a role decreases
as the number of organizational units that use the role
increases. The authors then consider a cost function
that is a weighted sum of ROLES, UA, the total
activity spread, and the total organization unit spread
of the role system.
Several RMP variants relax the abovementioned
primary constraint and allow for a limited amount of
difference between UA × PA and UPA or set the objective to be one of minimizing this difference under the
constraint that the number of roles should be bounded
from above by a given number; see, e.g., Lu et al.
(2008), Vaidya et al. (2010), and Frank et al. (2013). Lu
et al. (2008) formulate the basic RMP and several of its
variants using binary integer programming and provide
heuristic solutions obtained via greedy algorithms.
Vaidya et al. (2008), Guo et al. (2008), and Takabi and
Joshi (2010) extend the RMP by discussing the scenario
where a deployed role system already exists and the
“cost of migrating” from the deployed role system to a
new role system needs to be considered. The cost of
migration is assumed to decrease with an increase in
the similarity between the deployed role system and
the new role system. These papers propose several
different approaches for calculating a dissimilarity
score or distance (D) between two role systems and use
it to define the objective of role mining: (1) Guo et al.
(2008) study the minimal perturbation role hierarchy
problem that minimizes the weighted sum of RH
and D; (2) Vaidya et al. (2008) analyze the minimal
perturbation RMP that minimizes the weighted sum
of ROLES and D; (3) Takabi and Joshi (2010) study
the mining role hierarchy with minimal perturbation
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problem that minimizes the weighted sum of WSC
and D.
Colantonio et al. (2009a) investigate the basic RMP
and, by leveraging its equivalence to the vertex coloring
problem, prove that the optimal result (minimum
number of roles) is concentrated around its expectation.
This can help determine a suitable stopping condition
when employing probabilistic algorithms for the basic
RMP. Frank et al. (2008, 2013) propose a probabilistic
scheme to solve the role mining problem. Different
from most RMP studies that try to compress the UPAs
into UAs and PAs, they propose that RMP is more an
inference problem than a data compression problem.
More specifically, their scheme assumes that there
exists an underlying, yet hidden RBAC configuration
that is influenced by managerial information and
induces the known UPA. Accordingly, the objective is to
infer the RBAC configuration that most likely explains
the known data: the current UPA and, optionally,
a part of the managerial information. Their scheme
therefore promotes hybrid role mining, which tries to
utilize managerial information gained from a top-down
analysis.
Our model and methods for RRP differ from existing
RMP-related studies in the following three aspects:
1. The input to the RRP includes a candidate set
of roles. New roles can only be selected from this
candidate set of roles. This is an important requirement,
since the goal of the RRP is to help firms that have
existing RBAC systems improve the management of
these systems. Thus, the candidate set of roles is, in
general, heavily influenced by the current set of roles
in use and the specific improvements being sought.
The RMP, in general, does not have such a restriction
and, theoretically, new roles can be constructed arbitrarily as sets of permissions. Although some studies
on RMP propose creating a candidate set of roles by,
for instance, generating pairwise intersections of the
permissions of the users (Vaidya et al. 2006, 2010), it is a
compromise to reduce solution complexity rather than
a genuine model setting. Essentially, RRP is a deductive process, whereas RMP is an inductive process.
Therefore, the underlying mathematical structures of
RRP and RMP are quite different. On one hand, studies
on RMP establish its equivalence to some well-known
NP-hard combinatorial optimization problems, such as
the minimum tiling problem (Vaidya et al. 2007) and
the vertex coloring problem (Colantonio et al. 2009a),
and existing solutions to these problems are borrowed
to help develop solutions to RMP. On the other hand,
RRP is a novel generalization of the classical set-cover
problem.
2. The optimization objective of RRP is to minimize
the total cost of the new role system, which is the sum of
the costs of all the roles in the system. The cost of each
candidate role can be any arbitrary nonnegative value

and can be assigned by the RBAC system administrators
according to various business needs and technical
concerns. This naturally grants high flexibility to the
model. The cost-minimization objective is different from
the objectives in the existing literature; for instance,
the general WSC measure discussed earlier cannot
simulate this objective by adjusting weights.
3. We develop two polynomial-time approximation
algorithms—a greedy algorithm and a randomized
rounding algorithm—to solve RRP and prove that they
provide the best possible performance guarantee for
RRP in polynomial time, assuming P 6= NP. Although
solutions based on greedy algorithms are common in
solving RMP variants, no mathematical guarantees are
available except for the basic RMP that has the objective
of minimizing ROLES (Vaidya et al. 2010). Also, to
our knowledge, the application of the randomized
rounding technique is novel in this area.
The role-refinement problem in our study is a generalization of the classical set-cover problem. In RBAC,
the core idea is that a user gains the necessary permissions through roles. A role is a set of permissions,
and a user, for the purposes of access control, can
also be viewed as a set of permissions. The set-cover
problem is as follows: given U, a universe of n elements
and F, and a collection of subsets of U, find the lowest
cost collection of subsets from F such that the union
of these chosen subsets is U. The decision problem
corresponding to this optimization problem was one
of the first problems proven to be NP-complete by
Karp (1972). Several generalizations of the set-cover
problem have also been investigated; see, e.g., Hall
and Hochbaum (1986), Hall (1992), Vazirani (2001),
Yang and Leung (2005), Har-Peled and Lee (2012), and
Chekuri et al. (2009). To our knowledge, the generalization corresponding to RRP—in which multiple
roles (usually in the thousands) each need to be covered exactly by a collection of nondisjoint subsets of
permissions—is a novel contribution to the literature.

2.

An Analytical Model of the Role
Refinement Problem

We start by defining the RRP. A useful mathematically
equivalent variant of RRP is then discussed in §2.2.
2.1. The Role-Refinement Problem
The purpose of the RRP is to create a new, refined
system of roles to replace the existing one. We now
describe the basic intuition and then the precise mathematical definition of the problem.
Consider an existing RBAC system. By definition,
each role in the current system is a set of permissions.
Let P denote the set of all permissions. Suppose that
there are k roles in the current role system, denoted by
R1 1 R2 1 0 0 0 1 Rk . Thus, the existing role system is a set
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system R = 8R1 1 R2 1 0 0 0 1 Rk 9 with Ri ⊆ P1 i = 11 21 0 0 0 1 k.
The output of the RRP is another set system S =
8S1 1 S2 1 0 0 0 1 Sl 9, with Si ⊆ P1 i = 11 21 0 0 0 1 l. We want
to design the new system S so that each role in the
existing system R S
is exactly the union of some roles
in S. That is, Ri = j∈i Sj and i ⊆ 811 21 0 0 0 1 l9. This is
to ensure that the new system S has at least the same
functionality as that offered by R. The core function of
a role system is to grant each user precisely the set
of permissions she requires. Consider, for example, a
user U to whom a set of roles, say R1 1 R2 1 0 0 0 1 Rp , is
assigned.
Thus, the set of permissions for this user
Sp
is i=1 Ri . Since each role in RSis exactlyStheSunion
p
p
of some roles in S, we have i=1 Ri = i=1 j∈i Sj .
Consequently, the new system S also has the capability
to precisely provide to each user the same set of permissions the system R provided. In other words, there
is no loss of functionality—as far as user permissions
are concerned—in moving from R to S.
The objective of the role refinement is to make the
new system S as “compact” as possible. As mentioned
in §1, firms incur costs in managing roles. Thus, a
general objective is to obtain a least-cost role system S.
A special case of this objective, when the management
of each role incurs the same cost, is to obtain a system
S with the minimum number of distinct roles.
There are other important requirements of role refinement that restrict the choices of roles for the new
system S. First, the new RBAC system (after role
refinement) should comply with the regulations that
were respected in the existing RBAC system R. For
instance, if SoD compliance is critical, then all the
roles in S should be SoD compliant. Second, as mentioned in §1, a role is often designed to serve a specific
business purpose and should, therefore, be transparent and easily understood across the firm. Third, the
RBAC software the firm adopts may impose some
operational constraints, e.g., an upper limit on the
number of permissions a role can contain. All these
requirements naturally restrict the available choices
for new roles. We assume that the set of all eligible
candidate roles—which have passed these and any
other applicable requirements—is an input to the RRP.
Let C = 8C1 1 C2 1 0 0 0 1 Cn 9 be the set of all candidate
roles. Also, we denote the cost of managing role Ci ∈ C
by c4Ci 5. Approaches for generating C are discussed
in §2.3.
We are now ready to formally define the RRP.
Role-Refinement Problem
Instance: A triplet 8R1 C1 c9, where (i) R = 8R1 1 R2 1
0 0 0 1 Rk 9 is the existing role system, (ii) C = 8C1 1 C2 1
0 0 0 1 Cn 9 is the candidate set of roles available for the
new (desired) system, and (iii) c2 C → <+ is the cost
function of the roles.
Solution: A new role system S ⊆ C, such that each
role in R is exactly the union of some subset of roles
in S.
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The instance
 (original
role system)
3, 4
5, 6
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 4
4, 5, 6
1, 2, 5, 6

 (candidates
for new roles)
3
4
1, 2
3, 4
5, 6
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 4
4, 5, 6
1, 2, 5, 6

The solution
 (refined
role system)
3
4
1, 2
5, 6

Figure 3
An Instance of Role Refinement Problem and Its Solution
Note. For simplicity, the cost function is to minimize the number of roles in
the refined role system (i.e., c4 · 5 = 1).

Objective Function: Minimize the cost of S, defined
as the sum of the costs of the roles in S. That is,
P
minimize Ci ∈S c4Ci 5.
Figure 3 illustrates a simple instance of the RRP and
its solution, where the cost function c4 · 5 = 1. In this
case, the objective becomes that of minimizing the
cardinality of the new system S.
As mentioned earlier, RRP is a generalization of the
set-cover problem and is, therefore, strongly NP-hard.
Specifically, if the existing role system R consists of
a single role (i.e., R = 1), then RRP reduces to the
set-cover problem. We will exploit this connection in §3
to develop efficient approximation algorithms for RRP.
2.2. A Variant of RRP Based on Users
As previously defined, RRP requires that each role
in the existing system R be expressible as an exact
union of a subset of roles in the new system S. This
requirement ensures that S can precisely “cover” any
set of permissions that R can. If we restrict attention
to only the permissions of the current users, then we
can instead define the following alternative problem,
which is mathematically equivalent to RRP.
Let l be the number of active users in the RBAC
system. Let Ui denote the set of permissions of user i,
i = 11 21 0 0 0 1 l. We want to ensure that the set of permissions of each of these active users is precisely
expressible in the new system S. Thus, it is enough
to require that each permission set Ui 1 i = 11 21 0 0 0 1 l,
is exactly the union of some subset of new roles in
system S. The other requirements are the same as
those for RRP. We refer to this user-based variant as
RRPU and define it formally, as follows.
Role Refinement Problem Based on Users (RRPU )
Instance: A triplet 8U1 C1 c9, where (i) U = 8U1 1 U2 1
0 0 0 1 Ul 9 is the set system of permissions of the active
users, (ii) C = 8C1 1 C2 1 0 0 0 1 Cn 9 is the candidate set
of roles available for the new (desired) system, and
(iii) c2 C → <+ is the cost function of the roles.
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Solution: A new role system S ⊆ C, such that each
permission set in U is exactly the union of some subset
of roles in S.
Objective Function: Minimize the cost of S, defined
as the sum
P of the costs of the roles in S. That is,
minimize Ci ∈S c4Ci 5.
It is clear that the two variants RRP and RRPU are
theoretically equivalent, as their underlying mathematical structure is the same. However, there are some
differences in their practical usage. We mention two as
follows:
1. In a rapidly changing business environment, the
permissions assigned to current active users reflect
the real demand of access control across the firm.
The variant RRPU focuses only on this real demand by
ensuring that the new role system S is able to assign
to each user her current set of permissions. In contrast,
RRP does more: it ensures that each role in the existing
role system, whether in active use, can be replicated by
the new set of roles.
2. RRP may have a comparative advantage, in terms
of the continuation of implementation of security measures, over RRPU that derives from the fact that it
maintains the structure of the existing role system
after role refinement. For instance, existing user-role
assignment constraints such as the statically mutually exclusive roles restrictions mentioned in §1 and
prerequisite roles (Sandhu et al. 1996) can be more
easily maintained following role refinement using RRP.
Another practical consideration is the assignment of
role managers for the new role system. A typical property of the existing role definitions is that each role
manager’s authority of supervision is below a certain
security threshold. Following RRP, each new role is a
subset of at least one existing role. This ensures that
the same security thresholds are feasible for the new
role definitions as well.
2.3. The Generation of Candidate Roles
As discussed, the set of candidate roles C is an input
to RRP and RRPU . We now discuss recent progress of
role engineering techniques that can help generate C.
There are two basic strategies of role engineering:
bottom up and top down. In the bottom-up approach,
roles are formulated based on the existing UPAs, as
discussed in §1.4. Because bottom-up role engineering
usually relies on automated techniques (e.g., data
mining), it is often referred to as role mining. In the topdown approach, business processes in the enterprise are
carefully analyzed and decomposed into meaningful
functional units. Then the set of permissions required
to perform a functional unit is defined as one role.
Both approaches are inherently imperfect: on one
hand, the top-down approach generates roles that are
meaningful and easy to understand from a managerial
perspective. However, (manually) analyzing all the
functional units in a large enterprise can be time

consuming and costly, making it infeasible in most
cases as the only way to generate candidate roles.
On the other hand, although many efficient role mining
techniques have been proposed, the roles discovered
by automated data mining methods may not always
be meaningful (Molloy et al. 2008, Colantonio et al.
2009b, Vaidya et al. 2010).
To overcome this dilemma, researchers have developed hybrid approaches that try to improve role mining
by utilizing managerial information gained from topdown analysis. To name a few, Molloy et al. (2008)
propose a role mining method that discovers roles
that can be associated with a user’s attributes (e.g.,
job responsibilities, work locations, etc.) and thus are
semantically sound. Another role mining scheme that
exploits data on users’ attributes to generate meaningful roles has been proposed by Xu and Stoller (2012).
Colantonio et al. (2009b) develop a technique to identify
meaningful roles that relies on the belief that a role is
more likely to be meaningful when it supports activities
within the same business process or is assigned to
users in the same organizational unit. They propose
schemes that first decompose the UPA information into
partitions corresponding to business categories and
then perform role mining on each partition, so that the
elicited roles are more closely related with underlying
business functions (Colantonio et al. 2011, 2012).
Commercial services for designing meaningful roles
are also available. A good example is the product Enterprise Role Management from Saviynt (http://www
.saviynt.com), a provider of access control solutions.
To end this section, we note that the feasibility of
both RRP and RRPU should not be an issue if we
include all the existing roles in R in the set of candidate
roles C. In this case, the existing set of roles is a
trivial feasible solution for both problems. Hereafter,
we assume that R ⊆ C. Our next goal is to develop
two efficient approaches for solving RRP (or RRPU ).

3.

Approximation Algorithms for RRP

RRP is strongly NP-hard and, therefore, no polynomialtime exact algorithm can exist unless P = NP. In practice
too, the size of the candidate set of roles C is typically
in the thousands (or even more), and every subset of C
could be a potential solution to RRP. Thus, even with
1,000 candidate roles, the total number of potential
solutions exceeds 10301 , rendering complete enumeration an impractical approach to solve RRP. In this
section, we propose two polynomial-time approximation algorithms. RRP is a generalization of the classical
set-cover problem with the following differences: First,
instead of a single set that needs to be covered in a
set cover, the existing role system R contains multiple
nondisjoint roles that each need to be covered in RRP.
Second, an exact cover is emphasized, i.e., each role in
R should be exactly the union of some sets in the new
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role system S. Third, a role in S can be used to cover
multiple roles in R.
Motivated by the connection as well as the differences between RRP and the set cover problem, we now
generalize two well-known polynomial-time approximation algorithms for the set-cover problem: the greedy
algorithm (Chvatal 1979) and the randomized rounding
algorithm (Raghavan and Thompson 1987). Compared
to the set-cover problem, where only a single target set
needs to be covered, RRP considers a more general
and complicated many-to-many relationship between
(target) multiple, nondisjoint roles (as shown in §4,
the number of target roles in our real data is in the
thousands, and these roles overlap significantly) and
candidate roles. Naturally, this requires that we appropriately generalize both algorithms. Accordingly, the
arguments for the validity of the theoretical worst-case
bounds (in Theorems 1 and 2) as well as the time complexities of both algorithms reflect this generalization.
Although the practical performance of our algorithms
is discussed in §4, the purpose of establishing their
theoretical worst-case bounds is twofold: (1) to show
that the solutions delivered by the algorithms cannot
be arbitrarily bad (relative to the optimum) on any class
of instances, and (2) to establish that the bounds are
indeed the best that can be achieved by any efficient
(i.e., polynomial time) algorithm for RRP. As is typically
the case, the practical performance of our algorithms is
much better than the provable, worst-case bounds: as
we will see in §4, the solutions on instances obtained
from real-world data are, on average, within 5.5% of
their respective optima.
3.1. A Greedy Algorithm
Given an instance 8R1 C1 c9 of RRP, we construct a
weighted bipartite graph B4R1 C1 E5 as follows: One
side of the partition consists of a node for each existing
role Ri ∈ R. The other side of the partition consists of a
node for each candidate role Cj ∈ C. The edge set E is
constructed as follows: an edge e4Ri 1 Cj 5 ∈ E if and only
if Cj ⊆ Ri . If e4Ri 1 Cj 5 exists, then we refer to the sets
Ri and Cj as neighbors. The weight of edge e4Ri 1 Cj 5 is
wij = Ri ∩ Cj . The sum of the weights ofPall the edges
incident on node Cj is denoted by wj = e4Ri 1 Cj 5∈E wij .
Consider a candidate role Cj ∈ C. Clearly, Cj can
only be (possibly) used to cover its direct neighbors
(which are its supersets) in the graph B, otherwise the
exact cover condition is violated. The edge weight wij
indicates the number of permissions
in Ri that can be
P
covered by Cj . Thus, wj = e4Ri 1 Cj 5∈E wij is a measure of
the effectiveness of Cj in covering the existing roles
in R. Since the cost of Cj is c4Cj 5, a measure of its cost
per unit coverage is the ratio c4Cj 5/wj .
The greedy algorithm for RRP works as follows:
iteratively pick a candidate with the lowest cost per
unit coverage from C, remove the permissions covered
by this candidate from R, and update the bipartite
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graph and cost per unit coverage values for the remaining sets in C. We continue until all the permissions
in R have been removed. Note that in the update
after each iteration, those updated candidate roles
Cj ∈ C with wj = 0 (i.e., a candidate role consisting
of permissions that have all been covered in earlier
iterations, for each of its neighboring roles that requires
some of these permissions) can be discarded from
further consideration.
Algorithm 1 (Greedy).
1. S ← 
2. while R 6= 89 do
Find the candidate, say C, with the least cost per
unit coverage in C, resolving ties arbitrarily.
Update S2 S ← S ∪ 8C9.
Update R: for each direct neighbor, say R, of C,
we let R ← R − C.
Update the edges and their weights in the
bipartite graph B, based on the updated R.
3. Output S.
We now analyze the performance of Greedy. We start
by establishing the following basic result. The proofs
of all the technical results are provided in the online
appendix (available as supplemental material at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/ijoc.2014.0603).
Lemma 1. If a feasible solution exists for RRP, then
Algorithm 1 generates one such solution in a finite number
of iterations.
We now proceed with our analysis of the performance of Algorithm 1. For a given instance of RRP, we
denote an optimal solution and its cost by OPT and
OPT c , respectively. Also, let the cost of the solution
obtained by the algorithm be denoted by GRDc . At the
beginning of iteration t of the algorithm, let the cardinality (i.e., the number of permissions) of each (updated)
role Ri ∈ R be mti and let the total cardinality of (the
P
updated system) R be M4t5 = ki=1 mti . Thus, at the
P
beginning of iteration 1, M = M415 = ki=1 m1i is the sum
of the cardinalities of all the roles in R. Assume that
candidate Cj is picked in iteration t by the algorithm.
Then, we know that a total of wj (the updated value
after t − 1 iterations, similar hereafter) permissions are
covered (including duplicates across roles, if any) by
Cj at a cost of c4Cj 5. Thus, the cost per unit coverage
c4Cj 5/wj can be considered as the price for each of the
wj permissions Cj covers. Consequently, the cost of
c4Cj 5 is the sum of prices of the permissions it covers.
Let us index the M permissions in the order in which
they are covered by the iterations of the algorithm,
resolving ties arbitrarily, to get a sequence of permissions e1 1 e2 1 0 0 0 1 P
eM , with respective prices p1 1 p2 1 0 0 0 1 pM .
Then, GRDc = M
i=1 pi . Since (1) the algorithm picks,
in each iteration, the candidate with the lowest cost
per unit coverage and (2) the cost per unit coverage of
each candidate role is nondecreasing as the algorithm
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proceeds, we have
P that pi ≤ pi+1 1 i = 11 21 0 0 0 1 M. Consequently, pi ≤ 4 M
j=i pj 5/4M − i + 15. This implies the
following result.
Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 is O4ln M5-factor, polynomialtime algorithm for RRP.
The O4ln M5-factor approximation guarantee offered
for RRP by Algorithm 1 is the best possible for any
polynomial-time algorithm, unless P = NP. As mentioned earlier, in the extreme case when the existing
role system R consists of a single role, say R = 8R9,
RRP degenerates into the classical set-cover problem.
Also, in this special case, we have M = R. The following inapproximability result is well known for the
set-cover problem: there cannot exist a polynomial-time
algorithm with an approximation guarantee better than
O4ln M5, unless P = NP; see, e.g., Alon et al. (2006),
Theorem 7. Also, again using the special case of the
set-cover problem, it is easy to construct examples
where Algorithm 1 achieves its worst-case bound of
O4ln M5. Thus, the bound in Theorem 1 is tight.
3.2. A Randomized Rounding Algorithm
This algorithm is based on rounding an optimal solution
of the LP relaxation corresponding to a specific IP
formulation for RRP. Accordingly, we will start by first
describing the IP formulation.
As before, consider an instance 8R1 C1 c9 of RRP.
The decision variables are zj ∈ 801 191 j = 11 21 0 0 0 1 n,
defined as follows: zj = 1 if candidate role Cj ∈ C is
chosen in the solution S; 0 otherwise. Recall from §3.1
that M is the sum of cardinalities (i.e., the number of
permissions) of all the roles in R. Let us index the M
permissions arbitrarily as e1 1 e2 1 0 0 0 1 eM . Consider a permission e` , belonging, say, to role Ri ∈ R. A candidate
role C ∈ C can cover permission e` if and only if it
meets the following two requirements simultaneously:
(1) e` ∈ C and (2) C ⊆ Ri . Note that C may contain
multiple candidate roles that can each cover permission
e` . Let us denote the set of the indices of such candidates by I4e` 5. That is, I4e` 5 = 8j  e` ∈ Cj 1 Cj ⊆ Ri 1 j ∈
811 21 0 0 0 1 n99. RRP requires that, for each permission
in R, at least one candidate role that can cover this
permission is picked in the solution S. We therefore
have the following IP formulation for RRP:
Minimize

n
X

c4Cj 5zj

j=1

subject to:

X

zj ≥ 11

` = 11 21 0 0 0 1 M

(IP)

j∈I4e` 5

zj ∈ 801 191

j = 11 21 0 0 0 1 n0

Let OPT c denote the optimal cost of this IP. The LP
relaxation corresponding to the IP, which can be efficiently solved, is obtained using the constraints 0 ≤
zj ≤ 1 instead of zj ∈ 801 19, for j = 11 21 0 0 0 1 n. Let us
denote the optimal solution of the LP relaxation by

Z̄ = 8z̄1 1 z̄2 1 0 0 0 1 z̄n 9 and the corresponding objective
function value by LP c . Clearly, LP c ≤ OPT c .
The randomized rounding procedure now works as
follows. For each candidate role Cj ∈ C independently,
we include Cj with probability z̄j in a potential solution
S̄. Then, the expected cost of S̄ is
E6cost4S̄57 =

n
X

c4Cj 5Prob6Cj is picked7

j=1

=

n
X

c4Cj 5z̄j = LP c ≤ OPT c 0

j=1

Thus, the expected cost of the role system S̄ is at most
the optimal cost OPT c . Note, however, that S̄ may
not be a feasible solution to (IP). We now obtain an
upper bound on the probability that a permission e` is
not covered by S̄. Let  = I4e` 5. The permission e` is
not covered by S̄ if and only if none of the candidate
roles Cj 1 j ∈ I4e` 5, are included in S̄. The total number of these candidate roles is  and their probabilities
of being picked are determined by Z̄. Without loss of
generality, let I4e` 5 = 811 21 0 0 0 1 9. Then,
Prob6e` is not covered by S̄7 = 41− z̄1 541− z̄2 500041− z̄ 50
The constraints of (IP) guarantee that z̄1 + z̄2 + · · · + z̄ ≥
1. Therefore, this probability is maximized when z̄1 =
z̄2 = · · · = z̄ = 1/. Therefore,


1  1
≤ 0
Prob6e` is not covered by S̄7 ≤ 1 −

e
We independently generate 2 ln M such potential
solutions and denote these by S̄ ,  = 11 21 0 0 0 1 2 ln M.
S2 ln M
Finally, we propose S = =1 S̄ as a solution to
RRP.
Algorithm 2 (Randomized Rounding).
1. S ← 
2. Independently generate 2 ln M potential solutions
to RRP: S̄1 1 S̄2 1 0 0 0 1 S̄2 ln M
S2 ln M
3. S ← =1 S̄
4. Output S.
The following result establishes the performance
guarantee of Algorithm 2.
Theorem 2. Algorithm 2 is a polynomial-time algorithm
for RRP that achieves the following two properties: (i) Its
S2 ln M
output S = =1 S̄ is a feasible solution to RRP with
high probability for sufficiently large M. In particular, the
probability that S is feasible approaches 1 as M → .
(ii) The expected cost of S is O4ln M5 times the cost of the
optimal solution.
As we will see in §4, the value of M in the real
data we use in our computations is more than 300,000.
For each of the instances in our test bed, Algorithm 2
provided a feasible solution to RRP.
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Remark on Derandomization. In theory, Algorithm 2 provides only an asymptotic guarantee of a
feasible solution. It is possible to derandomize this
algorithm in polynomial time, i.e., turn it into a deterministic algorithm so that it obtains a solution that is
guaranteed to be feasible and has a cost that is guaranteed to be within an O4ln M5 factor of the optimal cost.
For brevity, we do not present this procedure here. For
details on the various derandomization techniques, we
refer the reader to Vazirani (2001).

4.

Computational Experience

In this section, we test the algorithms developed in §3
for RRP and its variant RRPU on instances based on
a real data set obtained from a firm’s ERP system.
The main contributions of our computational work are
threefold:
1. RRP is a practical problem arising from the need
to effectively manage a firm’s RBAC system. Using a
role system that is currently being used in a firm’s ERP
implementation, we demonstrate the actual benefit of
performing role refinement in a real-world context.
2. As established in §3, both Greedy and Randomized Rounding have the best possible theoretical
performance guarantees and attractive time complexities. To supplement these results, we show that these
two algorithms indeed provide good solutions on a
real-world role refinement problem in acceptable time.
3. The two role refinement problems, RRP and RRPU ,
although theoretically equivalent, have some differences
in their practical usage (§2.2). We compare their relative
cost reduction capabilities on the instances in our test
bed.
Recall that both Greedy and Randomized Rounding
offer the same (logarithmic factor) theoretical guarantee.
In our experiments (reported later in this section), however, we have observed that Randomized Rounding
consistently offers a better solution. It should be noted
that this algorithm is more sophisticated, in the sense
that it requires access to a good LP solver. Greedy,
in contrast, is very simple to implement. Thus, if a
good LP solver is available, then we recommend that
Randomized Rounding be used. Otherwise, Greedy
can be adopted.
4.1. Real Data
The data for generating our test bed were obtained
from a firm’s ERP system and include the entire role
system—the list of roles and the permissions contained
in each role—that is currently in use. A confidentiality agreement prevents us from disclosing the firm’s
identity.
The data were preprocessed via the following two
steps:
• The data contained some duplicate roles that differed only in their names but contained an identical set

of permissions. Upon inquiry, two reasons were provided for such occurrences: (1) a system administrator
intended to create a new role by copying and revising
an existing role, but no change was made and the new
role simply continued to exist in the system, and (2) in
some cases, a role is used by several types of users (e.g.,
users in different divisions), and an administrator may
duplicate such a role with different, identifiable names
for easier management. In either case, we removed
such duplications.
• In the original role system, there may exist groups
of permissions that always occur together. As a simple
example, suppose permissions “a,” “b,” and “c” always
occur together whenever they are included in a role.
In this case, “abc" can be treated as a “composite”
permission. A composite permission is maximal if
we cannot add any other permission to it without
losing the property of the individual permissions in
the composite permission always occurring together.
More formally, a set of permissions E is a maximal
“composite” permission if it has the following properties:
(1) E ≥ 2; (2) for any two permissions Pi 1 Pj ∈ E, we
have Pi ∈ R ⇐⇒ Pj ∈ R, where R is any role in the
original role system; and (3) if any other permission is
added to E, then it no longer has property (2). As far
as RRP is concerned, such a group of permissions is
equivalent to a single “composite” permission and was
therefore treated as such.
After preprocessing, the role system consists of 5,527
unique roles and 14,813 unique permissions, along
with the corresponding permission-role assignment.
Table 1 lists some basic statistics about the role system.
As we can see, the sum of the cardinalities of the
roles is 322,754 (this is the value of the constant M
defined in §3.1), whereas the total number of unique
permissions is only 14,813. This indicates a strong
overlap between the permissions across the different
roles.
4.2. Computational Experience with RRP
The following three characteristics of an arbitrary subset
of roles from the real data set helped us create several
smaller instances of RRP for testing purposes.
• Size of the Role Subsystem: The number of roles in
the chosen subset of roles.
• Ratio of Permissions to Roles: Consider the set P of
all the permissions in a firm’s RBAC system. In theory,
Table 1

Basic Statistics for the Real-World Role System

Total number of roles
Sum of cardinalities (number of permissions) of roles
Total number of unique permissions
Average number of permissions in a role
Minimum number of permissions in a role
Maximum number of permissions in a role
Standard deviation of the number of permissions in a role

5,527
322,754
14,813
58.40
1
1,675
108.03
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any subset of P could potentially be a role. In reality,
however, a role is typically created to represent a combination of certain permissions that together constitute
a business process (§2.1). On one hand, for a firm
conducting relatively routine business processes and
operating in a stable environment, a specific number of
roles can fulfill its needs in most cases. On the other
hand, a firm operating in a turbulent, highly competitive market typically needs to adopt a more agile
style with frequent adjustments to business processes
and, correspondingly, a frequent role-revision policy.
Accordingly, the ratio of the total number of distinct
permissions to the total number of roles in the role
system is intended to capture a firm’s operating style,
with a relatively high value of this ratio suggesting
more stable operations.
• Standard Deviation of Permission Frequency: The
frequency of a permission is simply the number of roles
this permission is part of. Clearly, permissions with
higher frequency indicate that it is more commonly
required by roles. A low variance in these frequencies
suggests that the permissions are distributed evenly
across roles. For a firm with a decentralized organizational structure, one would expect a relatively low
variance reflecting a wider dispersal of decision-making
and business functions.
4.2.1. Test Bed of RRP. As defined in §2.1, an
instance of RRP for a firm is a triplet 8R1 C1 c9, where
R is the existing role system, C is the set of candidates
for potential roles in the new role system, and c is
the cost function. We now present our approach of
generating instances of RRP.
Instances with Large Role Systems. We generated 32
role systems by randomly drawing 3,000 roles from the
5,527 roles in the data set. For a meaningful comparison
across these instances, we retained only those random
draws with similar values of the other two characteristics described above, namely Ratio of Permissions to
Roles and Standard Deviation of Permission Frequency.
The values of these two characteristics across the 32 role
systems are quite stable, ranging from 4.2 to 4.4 for the
former and from 32.0 to 35.9 for the latter. The sum of
cardinalities (i.e., number of permissions) of the roles
in each of the generated role systems is around 175,000.
The second component of a RRP instance, i.e., the
candidate set C of new roles, would typically be
determined by several requirements, including the
firm’s business needs, separation of duties, etc. Since
such information was not available to us, we adopted
a simple approach to generate a candidate set based on
the reasonable assumption that a set of permissions is
a “useful” candidate role only if it is a subset of at least
one role in the existing role system. We generate the
following five sets of candidate roles. The union of
these five sets is our candidate set of roles.
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1. C1 : “Composite” Permissions Identified by Preprocessing. All maximal composite permissions identified
in preprocessing are included in the candidate set of
roles.
2. C2 : The Roles in the Original Roles. Including all the
original roles in the candidate set of roles guarantees
two properties: (1) At least one feasible solution exists
for the role refinement problem. (2) The refined role
system will be at least as good as the original role
system.
3. C3 : Pairwise Intersections of Original Roles. The intersection Ri ∩ Rj is the subset of permissions common to
the two original roles Ri and Rj and therefore has the
potential to be used to cover both of them and possibly
other roles. We generate all pairwise intersections in
the original role system and include them as candidate
roles.
4. C4 : Higher-Order Intersections of Original Roles.
Similar to the pairwise intersections, the intersections
of three or more original roles could also be good
potential candidate roles. However, it would not be
feasible to include all of them in the candidate set.
Consider, for example, an original role system with
only 500 roles. Then the total number
of higher order

intersections is about 2500 − 500
−
500
−
1 = 303 × 10150 .
2
Even checking this number of intersections would take
an extraordinary amount of time. Furthermore, if we
could somehow list all of them, the time and memory
space required to solve the resulting LP relaxation in
Algorithm 2 will be overwhelming. Therefore, to ensure
tractability, we include a limited number of higherorder intersections in the candidate set. Specifically,
for n = 31 41 0 0 0 1 10, we generate n intersections by
enumerating 40,000 randomly chosen trails. To clarify,
consider n = 3 as an example. We randomly select
three roles from the original set of roles and find their
intersection. If this intersection is nonempty, then we
include this intersection as a candidate role. This step
is repeated 40,000 times. Then the entire process is
repeated for n = 41 51 0 0 0 1 10.
5. C5 : Candidate Roles from Maximal Bicliques. Permissions and roles generate a natural bipartite graph: The
nodes on one side of the bipartition correspond to permissions, and the nodes on the other side correspond
to sets of roles. Each permission is connected to all the
roles that contain this permission. Consider the bipartite graph G4P1 R1 E5, where P = 8P1 1 P2 1 0 0 0 1 Pn 9 is the
set of all permissions, R = 8R1 1 R2 1 0 0 0 1 Rk 9 is the set of
all original roles, and edge 4Pi 1 Rj 5 ∈ E ⇐⇒ Pi ∈ Rj . To
illustrate, Figure 4 shows a bipartite graph consisting
of five permissions and six roles. A biclique of G is a
set of permissions B1 ⊆ R and a set of roles B2 ⊆ P
such that each permission in B1 is connected to all
the roles in B2 . That is, edge 4Pi 1 Rj 5 ∈ E1 ∀ Pi ∈ B1 , and
Rj ∈ B2 . A biclique 8B1 1 B2 9 is maximal if there exists no
biclique 8B1∗ 1 B2∗ 9 such that 8B1 ∪ B2 9 ⊂ 8B1∗ ∪ B2∗ 9. We find
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Permissions

Roles
{1, 2}

1
{1, 2, 3}
2
{1, 2, 4}
3
{2, 4}
4
{3, 4, 5}
5
{2, 3, 4, 5}

Figure 4

Role Refinement: Illustrating Maximal Bicliques in the
Permission-Role Bipartite Graph

all maximal bicliques and include the sets of permissions in them as candidate roles. Figure 4 illustrates
two maximal bicliques by dotted lines. The set of
permissions in one of these two bilciques is 811 29; it is
831 41 59 in the other.
S
The candidate set of roles is C = 5i=1 Ci . For each of
the 32 role systems, the cardinality of the corresponding
candidate sets was typically around 75,000.
We assume that the cost of a candidate role includes
a fixed part and a variable part; i.e., c4Ci 5 = c fix +
c var 4Ci 5. The fixed cost is the same for each role and
reflects the common system resource expenses and
administrative cost to manage a role, whereas the
variable cost captures the differences in these costs
caused by the specific sets of permissions different roles
contain. Since we could not differentiate the underlying
operational complexities of different permissions due
to the lack of such information, we make the following
reasonable assumption: The marginal cost of adding
a new permission to a role increases with the size
(i.e., number of permissions) of the role, since one
has to account for the possible interactions of the new
permission with the existing permissions in the role.
This immediately implies a cost function that is convex
in the number of permissions in a role. For simplicity,
we used a quadratic form:
c4Ci 5 = c fix + k1 Ci  + k2 Ci 2 1
where Ci  denotes the cardinality of Ci . The second
term is the variable cost associated with managing permissions individually in the role, which is proportional
to the total number of permissions. The third term represents the joint variable cost of collectively managing all
permissions in the role. In our experiments, we adopt
four sets of values for the cost parameters 4c fix 1 k1 1 k2 5:
411 01 05, 411 005 × 10−2 1 005 × 10−5 5, 411 10−2 1 10−5 5, and
411 2 × 10−2 1 2 × 10−5 5. The first set of parameter values

corresponds to the situation where we are only interested in minimizing the number of roles in the refined
system. The other three sets of parameters impose a
penalty on the size of the roles: higher values of k1
and k2 imply a harsher penalty on the size of a role.
The values of the parameters k1 and k2 in our cost
function determine the relative importance between
the cardinality of the role system and the sizes of
its roles in the optimization problem. Note, however,
that the input characteristics of a specific instance,
e.g., the total number of users and the total number
of permissions, naturally influence (either directly or
indirectly) both the number of roles and their sizes.
Thus, a more sophisticated approach would be to
endogenize the values of k1 and k2 , i.e., decide these
values automatically for an instance, based on the
input characteristics of the instance. We suggest this
approach as a potential direction for future work.
Instances with Small Role Systems. To demonstrate
the robustness of the role refinement scheme, we also
generate role systems containing n roles, where n ∈
86001 7001 8001 0 0 0 1 118009, in addition to the relatively
large role systems with n = 31000 roles. We generate
32 role systems for each value of n. To ensure that
our computations are grounded in real RBAC practice,
the instances with role systems containing n roles are
generated by randomly drawing n roles from the realworld data. We use the same approach as previously
described for generating the candidate sets for these
smaller role systems, and use the same quadratic form
of the cost function and the four sets of values for the
parameters 4c fix 1 k1 1 k2 5.
Together, the combination of the different values of n
and 4c fix 1 k1 1 k2 5 provides a total of 14 × 32 × 4 = 11792
instances of RRP for the test bed. We summarize the
results of applying role refinement to these instances
in §4.2.2.
4.2.2. Computational Results of RRP. All computations were executed on an Intel Core computer with
3.40 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM. The LP relaxation
required for Algorithm 2 (see §3.2) was solved using
ILOG CPLEX (version 11.1).
Tables 2 and 3 present the results for the instances
of RRP with 3,000 roles. Table 2 presents the results
for the 32 instances with cost parameters 4c fix 1 k1 1 k2 5 =
411 10−2 1 10−5 5. Given that role refinement is not a daily
activity, we note that the CPU time required by the
algorithm is reasonable for each of the 32 instances.
The refined role systems offer significant cost reductions
ranging between 608% and 1200%, with an average
reduction of 808%. Table 3 summarizes the results for
the other cost parameters.
A natural question arises: how good are these reductions relative to the best possible? The optimal cost of
the LP relaxation corresponding to the IP formulation
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Table 2

Computational Results for the 32 Instances of RRP with 3,000 Roles and Cost Parameters 4c fix 1 k1 1 k2 5 = 411 10−2 1 10−5 5

Instance

Cost of existing
role system

Cost of new
role system

Cost
reduction (%)

GapAL (%)

New
cardinality

Original
granularity

New
granularity

CPU time
(sec.)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
Average

5118000
5111401
5103008
5107900
5126203
5121800
5125704
5121002
5116803
5103306
5119907
5104203
5124504
5138406
5142100
5130905
5101302
5106309
5106705
5106307
5138504
5131906
5130606
5146001
5126508
5113901
5124802
5124706
5124102
5117609
5115703
5123109
5120405

4164702
4165600
4164607
4157209
4180501
4179200
4176707
4184009
4180304
4161803
4177403
4169705
4172203
4182304
4177202
4179505
4164004
4167508
4168409
4168905
4188409
4186208
4182103
4185109
4171005
4161609
4167203
4175806
4186609
4174400
4177601
4182708
4174404

1003
900
706
1000
807
802
903
701
701
802
802
608
1000
1004
1200
907
704
707
706
704
903
806
901
1101
1005
1002
1100
903
701
804
704
707
808

206
106
202
104
009
108
007
108
207
006
200
100
206
106
006
202
204
203
206
206
202
200
107
200
105
006
101
102
204
109
008
107
107

31005
21986
31016
21991
21996
31006
31009
31019
31029
21975
31013
31001
31018
31008
21981
31006
31022
31008
31014
21994
31020
31026
21986
31015
21995
31003
21977
31006
31038
31021
21997
31006
3,005.8

5803
5608
5403
5509
5903
5803
5904
5806
5604
5406
5706
5404
5907
6204
6209
6102
5403
5505
5506
5505
6201
6005
6002
6207
5906
5704
5904
5901
5803
5705
5700
5802
5802

4408
4505
4308
4305
4709
4701
4609
4802
4508
4406
4603
4501
4508
4801
4706
4802
4306
4501
4500
4509
4901
4708
4804
4703
4509
4401
4507
4606
4700
4507
4700
4705
4603

518
363
361
374
449
457
445
453
371
385
377
373
455
522
466
474
360
407
363
366
536
474
426
482
465
394
477
405
425
407
384
405
425.6

of an instance of RRP (see (IP), §3.2) is a lower bound
on the optimal cost of that instance. Thus, the quantity
GapAL =

Cost of the new role system
−1
Optimal cost of the LP relaxation

is a measure of the near optimality of the solutions
obtained by Algorithm 2. Over the 32 instances of
RRP in Table 2, the average value of GapAL is 1073%,
establishing that Randomized Rounding indeed offers
high-quality solutions.
The overall objective of RRP is to minimize the
total cost of the refined role system. However, we
are also interested in examining the impact on two
Table 3

characteristics of the refined role system: cardinality
and granularity. The cardinality of a role system is
the number of roles it contains, and its granularity is
the average size of a role (i.e., the average number of
permissions in a role) in the role system. The values of
these two characteristics are also included in the results.
Over the 32 instances of RRP in Table 2, the average
granularity of the original systems is 58.2 and this
number is 46.3 for the refined role systems. Thus, the
shortened role is a significant source of cost reduction.
In RRP, there is a natural tradeoff between the granularity and the cardinality of the refined role system: As
the average size of a role increases, the number of roles
reduces, and vice versa. This tradeoff is influenced by

Computational Results for Instances of RRP with 3,000 Roles Summarized by Cost Parameters

Cost
parameters
411 01 05
411 005 × 10−2 1 005 × 10−5 5
411 10−2 1 10−5 5
411 2 × 10−2 1 2 × 10−5 5

Cost of existing
role system

Cost of new
role system

Cost
reduction (%)

GapAL (%)

New
cardinality

Original
granularity

New
granularity

CPU time
(sec.)

3100000
4110302
5120405
7140601

2192802
3187007
4174404
6151002

204
507
808
1201

006
107
107
205

2192802
2197707
3100508
3107503

5802
5802
5802
5802

5400
4707
4603
4407

28306
33404
42506
37908
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Number of roles (

)

Average size of roles (
Cardinality of
original role
systems = 1,000

1,010

)

Number of roles (

Average size of roles (
Cardinality of
original role
systems = 3,000

55
3,050

1,000

)

50

45

46

2,950

980

44
k1 = 0,
k2 = 0

k1 = 0.5 * 10–2, k1 = 10–2,
k2 = 0.5 * 10–5 k2 = 10–5

k1 = 2 * 10–2,
k2 = 2 * 10–5

600
700
800
900
1,000
1,100
1,200
1,300
1,400
1,500
1,600
1,700
1,800

k1 = 0,
k2 = 0

k1 = 0.5 * 10–2, k1 = 10–2,
k2 = 0.5 * 10–5 k2 = 10–5

k1 = 2 * 10–2,
k2 = 2 * 10–5

Role Refinement: Illustrating the Tradeoff Between Average Size of a Role (i.e., Granularity) and the Number of Roles

the cost function. Our role refinement scheme allows
role managers to assign an arbitrary nonnegative cost to
each candidate role, based on preference and the organization’s operational environment. Generally speaking,
if the cost associated with managing a bigger role is
significantly higher than that with a smaller role, then
role refinement tends to produce a new role system
with a relatively high number of roles but smaller
average size (i.e., higher granularity). In contrast, if the
cost of managing a role does not increase much with
its size, then the refined role system will have fewer
roles and higher average size (i.e., lower granularity).
To demonstrate this tradeoff, Table 3 summarizes the
results of the instances of RRP with 3,000 roles for
the four sets of cost parameters. Each row in this
table shows the average of the values for the corresponding 32 instances. Figure 5 plots the average value
of the number of roles and the average size of roles in
the refined role system. We also plot these values for
the instances of RRP with 1,000 roles. The tradeoff is
clearly seen in these figures.
The results of the smaller instances in our test bed
are presented in Tables 4–7, each of which corresponds
to one of the four sets of values of the cost parameters
4c fix 1 k1 1 k2 5. Each row in these tables shows the average values over the 32 instances with n roles, where

Original
cardinality

52

48

990

Table 4

54

50

3,000

Figure 5

)

n ∈ 86001 7001 8001 0 0 0 1 118009. The results from these
smaller instances of RRP demonstrate the robustness,
effectiveness, and efficiency of the role refinement
scheme and a similar tradeoff between cardinality and
granularity in the refined role systems.
Remark on Repeated Application of the Algorithms. Since Randomized Rounding is a heuristic,
applying the algorithm again on the refined role system
has the potential to further improve the result. Our
computations show that repeated application does
deliver an additional cost reduction for some of the
instances of RRP. However, the additional improvements are marginal: less than 1%. For the 32 instances
in Table 2, the average additional percentage improvement (i.e., additional cost reduction) from applying this
algorithm again on the refined role system is 0042%.
On five of 32 instances, the percentage improvement
is 0. The highest additional percentage improvement
is 1017%. Further applications show no significant
marginal improvements. The results are similar for
Algorithm 1.
4.3. Computational Experience with RRPU
Recall from §2.2 that the variant RRPU requires as input
the set of permissions for each user. Since this information was deemed sensitive from a security viewpoint,

Computational Results for Instances of RRP with n Roles, n ∈ 86001 7001 8001 0 0 0 1 118009, and Cost Parameters 4c fix 1 k1 1 k2 5 = 411 01 05
Cost of existing
role system

Cost of new
role system

Cost
reduction (%)

GapAL (%)

New
cardinality

Original
granularity

New
granularity

CPU time
(sec.)

60000
70000
80000
90000
1100000
1110000
1120000
1130000
1140000
1150000
1160000
1170000
1180000

58809
68305
77000
88508
98108
1107708
1116603
1125805
1135005
1144006
1152400
1161503
1170304

108
204
308
106
108
200
208
302
305
400
407
500
504

008
101
009
006
007
009
007
006
006
007
005
006
007

58809
68305
77000
88508
98108
1107708
1116603
1125805
1135005
1144006
1152400
1161503
1170304

8101
8208
8209
6007
6104
6102
6103
5809
5909
5904
5906
5900
5905

7009
7006
6801
5508
5509
5503
5307
5504
5506
5500
5401
5304
5302

806
704
809
1000
1603
2007
2400
2000
2407
2905
4302
5600
6209
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Table 5
Original
cardinality
600
700
800
900
1,000
1,100
1,200
1,300
1,400
1,500
1,600
1,700
1,800

Table 6
Original
cardinality
600
700
800
900
1,000
1,100
1,200
1,300
1,400
1,500
1,600
1,700
1,800

Computational Results for Instances of RRP with n Roles, n ∈ 86001 7001 8001 0 0 0 1 118009, and Cost Parameters
4c fix 1 k1 1 k2 5 = 411 005 × 10−2 1 005 × 10−5 5
Cost of existing
role system

Cost of new
role system

Cost
reduction (%)

GapAL (%)

New
cardinality

Original
granularity

New
granularity

CPU time
(sec.)

91308
1107309
1122800
1123907
1138202
1151800
1165705
1176603
1191102
2104303
2118304
2131100
2145306

82002
94702
1106105
1114100
1126307
1138200
1148808
1165103
1178001
1188701
1198905
2110505
2122108

1002
1108
1305
800
806
900
1002
605
609
706
809
809
904

102
105
106
009
103
105
103
103
103
104
101
105
106

59704
69301
78104
89309
99109
1108904
1117804
1127007
1136308
1145501
1154003
1163302
1172506

8101
8208
8209
6007
6104
6102
6103
5809
5909
5904
5906
5900
5905

5903
5804
5702
4409
4406
4308
4300
5005
5103
5000
4902
4809
4807

904
809
902
1202
1804
2306
2903
2705
3605
4203
7102
8405
10000

Computational Results for Instances of RRP with n Roles, n ∈ 86001 7001 8001 0 0 0 1 118009, and Cost Parameters 4c fix 1 k1 1 k2 5 = 411 10−2 1 10−5 5
Cost of existing
role system

Cost of new
role system

Cost
reduction (%)

GapAL (%)

New
cardinality

Original
granularity

New
granularity

CPU time
(sec.)

1122608
1144700
1165500
1157909
1176501
1193608
2111508
2123408
2142408
2158901
2176904
2192409
3111003

1104200
1119500
1133507
1138106
1152707
1166107
1179604
1198307
2114607
2126306
2144102
2156706
2171003

1500
1704
1903
1205
1304
1402
1501
1102
1105
1206
1108
1202
1209

106
106
109
009
102
103
107
104
107
106
104
103
106

60306
69905
79200
90101
99709
1109508
1119009
1128600
1138207
1147402
1155308
1164207
1173704

8101
8208
8209
6007
6104
6102
6103
5809
5909
5904
5906
5900
5905

5800
5607
5501
4306
4304
4204
4108
4604
4701
4508
4802
4707
4704

905
702
901
1004
1604
2008
2707
2707
3707
4607
6600
7408
10203

the firm could not share it with us. Nevertheless, using
the fact that the set of permissions held by a user is the
union of some subset of roles, we simulated a process
for users to acquire permissions to generate a test bed
of RRPU .
Table 7
Original
cardinality
600
700
800
900
1,000
1,100
1,200
1,300
1,400
1,500
1,600
1,700
1,800

4.3.1. Test Bed of RRPU . As defined in §2.2, an
instance of RRPU is a triplet 8U1 C1 c9, where U is the
set system of permissions of active users, C is the set
of candidates for potential roles in the new role system,
and c is the cost function.

Computational Results for Instances of RRP with n Roles, n ∈ 86001 7001 8001 0 0 0 1 118009, and Cost Parameters
4c fix 1 k1 1 k2 5 = 411 2 × 10−2 1 2 × 10−5 5
Cost of existing
role system

Cost of new
role system

Cost
reduction (%)

GapAL (%)

New
cardinality

Original
granularity

New
granularity

CPU time
(sec.)

1185307
2119400
2151000
2125600
2152508
2176808
3102603
3116506
3144502
3167305
3193308
4114405
4141409

1146606
1167805
1185601
1185505
2105407
2121305
2138703
2175206
2198501
3114401
3130900
3147505
3165604

2008
2305
2600
1707
1806
2000
2101
1300
1303
1404
1509
1601
1702

102
104
103
100
106
102
107
008
101
103
102
102
103

61308
71100
81001
91102
1101302
1111001
1120909
1128505
1138108
1147400
1156504
1165500
1174507

8101
8208
8209
6007
6104
6102
6103
5809
5909
5904
5906
5900
5905

5506
5406
5202
4204
4202
4100
4002
4803
4900
4709
4702
4607
4605

904
802
809
909
1409
2003
2800
2101
2807
3601
6407
8002
9003
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U
2

Table 8

Average Percentage Cost Reduction for Instances of RRPU
2 = 001 (%)

1 – 2

2 = 002 (%)

3 = 001 3 = 005 3 = 009 3 = 001 3 = 005 3 = 009

U  {4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} chosen
with equal probability (1/7)
Figure 6

U  {1, 2, 3} chosen with
equal probability (1/3)

1 = 41000
1 = 51000
1 = 61000

1302
1106
1007

1302
1106
1007

1302
1105
1008

1200
1008
1002

1109
1008
1002

1109
1008
1002

Generating the Number of Roles a User Holds

Our communication with practitioners provided us
with the following useful clues about user-permission
assignments: (1) most users are assigned to a small
number (typically 1, 2, or 3) of roles, and (2) roles normally represent specific business-related tasks; hence
they are naturally partitioned into clusters that reflect
a firm’s organizational structure. The following scheme
for generating user permissions incorporates the aforementioned guidance and uses three parameters i 1 i =
11 21 3:
1. The number of users in U is 1 ∈ 8410001
510001 610009.
2. Denote the number of roles a user, say U , holds
by U . To choose a value for U , we consider two
cases: in case 1, with probability 2 ∈ 80011 0029, U =
41 51 61 71 81 9 or 10, with equal probability ( 71 ). In case 2,
with probability 1 − 2 , U = 11 2 or 3, with equal
probability ( 31 ). Figure 6 depicts this process.
3. To generate user-permission assignments, we first
partition the set of roles R evenly into five disjoint
subsets: R1 through R5 . Then, for user U , consider
two cases: in case 1, with probability 3 ∈ 80011 0051 0099,
she is assigned to U roles randomly selected from R.
In case 2, with probability 1 − 3 , she is assigned to
U roles randomly selected from a single subset Ri ,
chosen with equal probability from among the five
possibilities. The set of permissions for U is then the
union of the permissions in the roles she has been
assigned to. Finally, the sets of permissions of all users
constitutes the required set system U.
For each of the 32 instances of RRP in Table 2 (§4.2.2),
we generate 18 instances of RRPU : one each for the
18 combinations of the three parameters i 1 i = 11 21 3.
Thus, the total number of instances of RRPU in our
test bed is 18 × 32 = 576. For an instance of RRPU ,
we use the existing and refined roles (with the latter
as obtained by Algorithm 2) in the corresponding
instance of RRP as the set of candidate role. The cost
function is as described in §4.2.1 with cost parameters
4c fix 1 k1 1 k2 5 = 411 10−2 1 10−5 5.
4.3.2. Computational Results of RRPU . The instances of RRPU were solved on the same platform
as that for the RRP instances. The average CPU time
required by Randomized Rounding to obtain the
solution for an instance is 30.7 seconds. Across the
576 instances, the percentage of cost reduction ranges

from 709% to 1600%, with an average reduction of 1104%.
The average percentage of cost reduction corresponding
to the three parameters i 1 i = 11 21 3, is summarized in
Table 8. Each cell in this table represents the average
cost reduction over the corresponding 32 instances.

5.

Summary and Discussion

Role-based access control is the access control approach
used by most firms. The focus of this work is to reduce
the administrative costs of a RBAC implementation.
To this end, we develop two algorithms that are proved
to provide good performance guarantees in polynomial
time. Next, using a real data set collected from a firm’s
ERP implementation we demonstrate the viability
of our solution approach. The approach solves real
instances of the problem in a reasonable amount of time
(less than 10 minutes) and yields an administrative cost
reduction of about 10%. Finally, the solutions provided
by our approach are of good quality, judging by the
fact that these solutions are within about 3% of the
lower bound on the optimal cost. We next discuss two
issues that are of practical interest and could serve as
the basis for future research on the role refinement
problem.
5.1. Expansibility
Expansibility is a property that allows the current role
system to accommodate future needs. These needs
could arise because existing users require modifications
in their respective sets of permissions or because new
users join the firm with different job descriptions and
hence require new sets of permissions. If the existing role system can accommodate future needs, then
its life can be extended, at least for the purposes of
operational feasibility. The two approaches (RRP and
RRPU ) can be examined from the lens of expansibility.
Because a solution to RRP is guaranteed to be able to
express every role in the current role system, it follows
that a RRP solution must be at least as expansible as
the current role system. But such a claim cannot be
made about a RRPU solution: although such a solution
will guarantee that the permissions of every current
user are expressible, there is no ordinal statement
that can be made comparing the expansibility of the
current role system and that of a RRPU solution. Thus,
it is possible that a RRPU solution is less expansible
than the current role system. The RRPU algorithm is
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less desirable on the dimension of expansibility, but
its cost reduction (vis-a-vis the current role system)
is typically greater than what is offered by the RRP
algorithm. Thus, between RRP and RRPU we have an
expansibility-cost tradeoff. This tradeoff can be better
understood with an extreme example. Consider a role
system where every role consists of a single permission.
Clearly, such a role system has the maximum possible
expansibility; however, the cost of managing such a
(single-permission) role system could be exorbitant.
RRP and RRPU represent two intermediate approaches
on the expansibility-cost continuum; RRP favors expansibility at the expense of administrative cost, whereas
RRPU favors administrative cost at the expense of
expansibility.
5.2. Dynamic Role Refinement
In this paper, we have addressed a static role refinement
problem. However, role refinement is typically not a
terminal solution, in the sense that the need for defining
new roles arises continuously over time. Consequently,
role refinement is also a recurring need. Although a
role refinement typically reduces maintenance cost,
it also incurs a fixed cost that includes the time and
effort to update role definitions, user-role mappings,
etc. Thus, to minimize cost over the lifetime of a RBAC
system, the timings of the multiple role refinements
need to be chosen carefully.
To this end, it may be convenient to consider a
timeline 601 T 7 of the RBAC system and view both the
universe of users (i.e., their set system of permissions)
U4t5 and the role definitions R4t5 as functions of time t,
t ∈ 601 T 7. The administrative cost ç4t5 at time t is a
function of R4t5 (i.e., ç4t5 = ç4R4t55). A role refinement
at any time incurs a fixed cost . The goal would be
to minimize the total cost, which is the sum of the
administrative and fixed costs, over the useful system
life T of the system.
Supplemental Material
Supplemental material to this paper is available at http://dx
.doi.org/10.1287/ijoc.2014.0603.
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